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On the Cover!

When it comes to matching—

whether it’s pictures or colors— 

Tyler has few equals. He is  

quick, efficient and, most of  

all, accurate.

When he plays Picture Word Lotto, for 

example, Tyler sits in front of a board 

with 36 squares, each with a different 

picture. The pictures cover everything 

from apples to umbrellas.

     When Tyler draws a card, he  

rapidly scans the board then quickly 

and accurately places the picture of a 

boat on a square 

with the same  

picture. He smiles  

with satisfaction and 

reaches for another 

card, speeding his 

way through all 36 

squares with pictures of hats, houses, 

shoes and snails.

     Tyler is 21 years old and has been 

part of the Sunshine Resources  

community for about eight months. 

Although he is mostly non-verbal  

Tyler communicates with impressive 

effectiveness with staff and his  

fellow clients.

     “When he communicates, it  

impresses me how well he is able get 

his point across,” says Jennilee  

Jorgenson, Day Services and Client 

Engagement Coordinator.

     “Tyler also enjoys visiting his many 

friends at Sunshine Resources,”  

Jorgenson says. “When he greets peo-

ple, he always gives 

everyone a smile and 

a friendly fist bump.”

     Tyler is not one to 

sit around twiddling 

his thumbs. He is 

always on the go and 

always looking for something to do.

     He enjoys the swings at Cherry Park, 

which is just down the street from  

Sunshine Resources. He also climbs 

on the jungle gym and goes down the 

slide. When staff and clients go on  

outings, Tyler eagerly looks forward  

to visiting Otumba, Graham and  

Sunset parks.

     “Tyler loves to swim,” says Samantha 

Lemere, Days Services Associate. “If he 

had his wish, he would swim all  

the time. He loves water parks.”

     “When Tyler is here in Day Services,” 

Jorgensen says, “he likes to play catch 

with a beach ball, enjoys bean-bag 

toss and bowling with plastic pins and 

balls. He also plays board games, such 

as Yahtzee. One thing that staff and 

clients appreciate about Tyler is that 

he is patient and waits politely to take 

his turn.

     “When Tyler is having a good day, 

we show him a big happy face drawn 

on a piece of paper. He loves it when 

we do that. He also enjoys sharing 

his accomplishments with us and we 

always enjoy it when he does. Tyler is a 

wonderful person who makes a positive 

difference in the lives of everyone at 

Sunshine Resources.”
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We are truly fortunate to have a board that  
brings passion and focus to our mission!

Thank you Board of Directors

     Sunshine Resources is  

celebrating 50 years this year!  So 

much has happened to better the lives 

of those with a disability in the last 50 

years nationally, statewide and in our 

local community and there is so much 

more we can work towards to continue 

the evolution of having people of  

all abilities actively living and  

participating in our communities.  

    At the time Sunshine House was 

born, CRPs. (community rehabilitation 

programs) were developing all around 

our state.  In 1975 we saw the first laws 

passed making education mandatory 

for everyone of all abilities.  People 

with disabilities were beginning to 

move out of institutions and state and 

county tax dollars were being used 

to fund community programs to help 

families keep their children home with 

necessary supports.  Parents wanted 

to have more options available  

locally for their children as they  

became adults and most importantly, 

they wanted them to have the  

opportunity to earn a paycheck.  Work 

gives people a sense of pride and 

self-respect.  Today Sunshine  

Resources still provides quality  

work skills training through job  

opportunities on their work floor but 

has also grown to helping those they 

support in finding community-based 

work opportunities as well.  

    Fifty years later Sunshine Resources 

remains a valuable resource and the 

largest organization in the county 

advocating for people of all abilities to 

have the best life.  Even before children 

with disabilities are graduating high 

school, Sunshine Resources is providing 

transition services helping them to find 

work in the community and learning 

about the skills needed to make them 

successful in the community.  Inside 

their building Sunshine Resources  

is providing quality day service  

opportunities that help people to  

develop social skills and continue to 

foster independence.  In a variety 

of ways people with disabilities are 

interacting with community volunteers 

who spend their day mentoring them 

as well as going out into the local 

community and making connections 

to people and resources.  No matter 

where someone is at on their journey 

to greater independence, Sunshine 

Resources has a service that can meet 

their needs both in a facility-based 

service option and a community-based 

service option.

    Sunshine Resources will continue 

to grow and expand their services to 

continue building a community that 

recognizes and includes individuals  

of all abilities.  We have come a long 

way from the days of keeping people 

with disabilities in institutions with  

no opportunities or education.  With  

quality resources people of all  

abilities can enjoy a rewarding and 

independent life and enrich and add  

to the local community we all enjoy.    

Tracy Nelson 

Interim CEO

Shine:         July 2021

Shine is the Sunshine Resources of Door 
County's magazine keeping you up to  
date on all our programs and events that 
support those with disabilities. 

Tyler is a wonderful person  
who makes a positive difference  

in the lives of everyone at  
Sunshine Resources. 

–Jennilee Jorgenson

Tyler Miller



Sunflower Fest

SUPPORT A LOCAL
NON-PROFIT THAT

ENRICHES & INSPIRES
THE HUMAN SPIRIT

BECOME A SPONSOR OF THIS EVENT? 
CONTACT US FOR MORE INFO AT (920) 743-7943.

“Now that summer has arrived,” 

says Dawn Thiry, Day Services  

Director, “we’re able to take  

advantage of visiting many  

places both locally as well as  

in surrounding counties."

“Day Services offers community  

activities daily to everyone at Sunshine 

Resources,” Thiry adds. “Clients have  

opportunities to choose from  

educational experiences such as The 

Ridges Sanctuary nature preserve to 

sports outings like a Timber Rattlers  

baseball game.”

     Those interested in art exploration 

can enjoy a day at Clay on Steele 

community arts center or Andercraft 

Woods arts and crafts. Another option is 

enjoying a picnic lunch at a park just for 

relaxation.

     “One of my favorite activities is going 

to Walmart,” says Kristen, a Day  

Services client. “We go there to buy  

ingredients for cooking and baking as 

well as arts and crafts supplies. 

     “Last week,” she continues, “we went 

to the Egg Harbor Fun Park. I played 

basketball, ate pizza and topped it off 

with peanut butter and chocolate ice 

cream. We do so many things here and 

I’m always happy to be here.”

     Other planned activities include  

visiting the new Peninsula Park Eagle 

tower observation deck, Door County 

Maritime Museum and Lighthouse  

Tower, Door County Historical Society 

Museum and the upgraded  

Otumba and Graham parks.

 
For more information about our  
Day Services Program, contact  
Dawn Thiry at (920) 818-1491  
or dthiry@sunshinehouseinc.org.

Summer Fun Abounds 

Curtis enjoys a visit with Sarge the therapy  
dog who comes to Sunshine Resources  
frequently to brighten the days of clients 
and staff.

Day Services 
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Mark displays one of many fish he caught 
during a group outing in New Franken  
where clients enjoyed fishing in a fully 
stocked pond. 

A group took a day trip to play mini golf on a beautiful summer day in Door County. 
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Impacting Lives 
 in Door County 
For 50 years

Thank you so much to Randy and Kathy 
Rose for their generous donation of a 2017  
Lincoln. This vehicle will be used to transport 
clients and job coaches to community employ-
ment opportunities. This gift will replace an 
older vehicle that is nearing it’s service end. 

A very special Thank you to Culvers of  
Sturgeon Bay. Their community support 
for non-profit organizations is incredible. 
Pictured here are Jeremy Paszczak (SRDC) 
and Caprinia Abt (Culvers). Culvers pre-
sented a generous gift from their Concrete 
for a Cause and Share Night Campaigns. 
Thank you to all that visited Culvers to 
support SRDC. 

Thank you to Heather and James Smith for their recent gift to 
SRDC. Heather has a seat on the Board of Directors of SRDC and we 
are very appreciative of her generosity and efforts to fulfill our mission. 
Pictured is Liz, Heather Smith, her new puppy Mishka, Orlando and 
SRDC CEO Tracy Nelson. 

Thank you! Recently the Green Bay Packers and the Packers  
Give Back Program visited SRDC and donated team signed footballs to  
the clients and staff of SRDC. Another great organization helping the 
community. Pictured are Laurie Duquaine SRDC, Megan, Christine  
Nelson (SRDC), two members of the Packers Give Back Team, and 
SRDC CEO Tracy Nelson. 

     Celebrating 50 years is something to celebrate.  

But what we have accomplished in those 50 years is 

even more cause for celebration. 

     Day Services, programming that provides exposure 

to music, the arts, events and community activities fills 

lives with joy and adventure. 

     Bright Futures work services provides  

prevocational skills and employment opportunities  

to create the building blocks to independence. 

     Sunflower Cottage provides socialization and  

respite care for individuals and their care givers. 

     We have recently partnered with a local  

manufacturer to hire SRDC clients through our  

Community Employment program. 

     These are all a few good reasons to celebrate, and 

only capture a small glimpse into what SRDC has  

provided for Door County residents with special needs 

in Door County. 

     Now let’s celebrate the last 50 years as we look  

forward to the next 50. Come out to our festival in  

Martin Park on September 11 and enjoy some great  

stories, laughs and entertainment. As we make new 

memories we honor those that started Sunshine  

House and remember those that have benefited  

from the opportunities provided. And as we look to  

our future, we continue to enrich and nurture the  

human spirit together.  

to our  
Generous Donors
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At Your Service!  
Print. Mail. Shred. 

Please Consider for your next project.

Now that summer is 

upon us, it’s a great 

time to get outside 

and meet some new 

friends at Sunshine 

Resources! Between 

outings, gardening, 

and Sunflower Fest, there are so 

many ways to serve our clients 

and share wonderful times. 

With the community feeling a little more 

normal again, we are able to get back out 

again and enjoy the many activities and 

beautiful parks Door County has to offer. 

Picnics, fishing, and shopping for cooking 

ingredients are just a few of the little  

adventures we plan nearly every week of 

the summer. Our Summer Camp program 

attendees would be thrilled to see you 

come along too, but if you are looking 

for less frequent commitments, we can 

definitely put you on our call list for other 

outings. To meet our clients’ individual 

needs, it takes many hands to make sure 

everyone is safe and receives the 

attention and company they deserve. 

And, it’s fun!

     If you’re looking to spend time  

outside, we would really appreciate help 

maintaining our garden and landscaped 

areas. These spaces surround our building 

in nature and beauty, which improves the 

quality of life for everyone who spends 

time with us. To keep such a lovely space 

staying lovely, it takes staff, clients, and 

volunteers to weed, plant, and water. This 

is a great way to show off your garden-

ing skills, and it can 

be a perfect fit for 

anyone who wants 

to get involved but 

needs a more  

flexible schedule. 

    With regards 

to more regularly 

scheduled  

opportunities, we 

could use help at the 

ReSale Store and 

in our Sunflower Cottage. These areas 

are in need of ongoing volunteers who 

love to spend time with clients, staff, and 

community members. No prior experience 

required; we’re just looking for kind souls 

who want to share their time and care.

     Stay tuned if you’re interested in  

helping with Sunflower Fest! There will  

be lots to do prior to the Saturday,  

September 11th date, and there will be 

plenty to do at the festival!

Those interested in volunteering, please 

contact our Volunteer Coordinator, Elisha 

Adelman, at 920-743-7943 or email 

eadelman@sunshinehouseinc.org.

Volunteering

Summer Volunteering
  

$6,000 - $10,000 Four Door Sedan
This vehicle will be used for transportation 
of clients and job coaches to their various 
employers. As we continue to secure 
employment for clients that seek to be a 
contributing member of the community, 
we guarantee our clients that we will  
provide them with the proper transporta-
tion to and from their destination.

$2000 – Safe Cooking Tools
We are looking for a supporter to assist 
with securing safe cooking tools that will 
allow our clients to be more hands on in 
cooking classes. Specially designed bowls 
for easy mixing, finger guards, knives and 
utensils designed for individuals with low 
dexterity will allow our clients full  
participation in these activities.

$1500 – Trailer 
Our resale store provides a new and  
exciting employment experience to our 
clients. A trailer will assist with allowing us 
to pick up some larger items that are our 
donors would like to generously donate. 

$1500 – Taping Machine  
As we continue to develop the knowledge 
and skill set of our clients, we are always 
looking for opportunities to increase  
productivity and provide access for all  
to participate. We currently need an 
automatic taping machine. This machine 
will allow for all clients to participate in 
packaging jobs as well as increasing their 
earning potential. 

Unwanted Home Items 
When cleaning your home, please  
consider donating your unwanted items 
to us! Your donated items make a  
difference in many ways. We sell them in 
our resale store to generate revenue that 
funds the services programs and  
activities that we provide the Door  
County Community. Through the  
operation of our store, we also provide job 
training and communication skills to our 
clients, helping them secure employment 
in the retail and service industry. 

For more information, or to make a 
donation towards a wish list item, please 
contact Jeremy at (920) 743-7943, 
jpaszczak@sunshinehouseinc.org

OurWishList

We appreciate your help!

 
 

     Printing: Brochures,  

    booklets, flyers, direct mail,  

   labels and so much more!

   Mailing: We manage direct mail  

campaigns (we currently support Destination Door County and  

Destination Sturgeon Bay with their guidebooks).  We also send out 

post cards, marketing mailers and more.

Shredding: Does your company need to shred documents  

in a secure way?  Yes, privacy is key!  We work with a number of  

local businesses to provide them with their on-going confidential 

shredding needs.

 

Contact: Jeremy Paszczak, our Business Development Director 

and find out how our  Business Services can help your business reach 

the next level!  920-818-1489 or jpaszczak@sunshinehouseinc.org

Through our Business Services, we are proud to 

        provide employment opportunities to individuals

          with special needs in our community.  

          These paying jobs give our clients 

            unique opportunities to grow  

               and develop skills  

                 that enhance 

                   their lives.
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Check our Facebook page  
for the latest surprising deals!

Find cool stuff, get great deals and support  
our job skill training programs*!

Address:  45 E. Walnut, Sturgeon Bay, WI   
(Visible from Hwy 42/57) 
Hours: Monday – Wednesday 10 – 4 
Thursday – Friday 10 – 6 
Saturday 10 – 4 

Donation Drop Off:  (Not at ReSale Store) 
Sunshine House, Inc., 55 W. Yew Street, Sturgeon Bay, WI
www.sunshineresources.org  • Phone:  920-743-7943

* Through the operation of our store, we  
provide job training and communication skills 
to our clients teaching them the necessary 
skills needed to secure employment in the 
retail and service industry. 

Good news! A mutually  

beneficial collaboration was 

formed in June between  

Sunshine Resources of Door 

County and C&S Manufacturing, 

a Sturgeon Bay company that 

produces plumbing and  

electrical products. 

“Jeremy Paszczak at Sunshine  

Resources worked with us to identify 

potential projects that would help  

their clients transfer the work skills  

they developed at Sunshine Resources 

to our facility,” says Jerry Mellenberger, 

General Manager of C&S  

Manufacturing.

     “It has worked out extremely well for 

us,” he continues. “We currently have 

two clients from Sunshine Resources 

that work three hours a day one day  

a week.” As the employees gain 

experience, those hours will  

be increased.

     Another advantage C&S  

Manufacturing realizes is that their 

new employees help the company 

during a time of a tight labor market. 

“With the labor crunch most  

businesses are experiencing,”  

Mellenberger says, “we appreciate  

being able to hire employees who  

already have a solid set of skills. In  

addition, it helps them to broaden  

their horizons.”

     Providing a range of work  

experiences is important  

because it assists people in 

identifying the type of work 

they would like to do long-term.

     Kenny Kuehn, one of the new  

employees, indicated he enjoys 

working at C&S Manufacturing 

because he likes working with 

his hands. He also noted that 

he has learned to do things that 

he hasn’t done before. It’s  

a learning experience he  

appreciates and gravitates toward.

     Mark Behrendt, another of the new 

employees, agrees. “I enjoyed meeting 

my coworkers and everyone has been 

really helpful. I like people, and like  

being around people. I also enjoy 

seeing what other employees are doing 

because it helps me to know if it’s a 

job I might be interested in. I like the 

work I’m doing and I feel like I’m part of 

a team—a team that works together 

and helps one another.

     “I’m also making more money,” he 

says, “which allows me to take my  

parents out to dinner once in a while.”

     At Sunshine Resources, Mark is part 

of the Employee Council, a group of 

nine Sunshine Resources clients that 

meets to discuss topics such as safety 

and special events. They are also the 

voices of their peers and bring ideas 

and suggestions to their monthly 

meetings.

     “I’ve been a member for two years,” 

Marks says. “I enjoy being able to make 

a positive difference for everyone who 

works here.” Skills that are, once again, 

transferrable to other workplaces, such 

as C&S Manufacturing.

For more information about our  
programs please contact Tami Walls at 
920-818-1483 or visit www.sunshinere-
sources.org/our-services/rise-program/

Community Employment
Forming a Win-Win Partnership 
with C & S Manufacturing

Kenny Kuehn enjoys his new job at C& S.

Mark Behrendt likes being part of the team!

Looking for Great Deals? 
 Shop our ReSale Store!
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Just One More Picture!

Welcome back Carol! Snowball meets a new  
friend and gets a quick treat! 

Sunshine Resources of Door County enriches  

lives to nurture and inspire the human spirit.  

With Care, Compassion, Partnership  

and Integrity.

Establish A Legacy:
Consider us in your Estate Planning 
See page 9

DID YOU KNOW.... If you are 72
years old and required to take an
annual minimum distribution from your
IRA, and do not need the funds for
living expenses, you can donate to a
charitable organization.

The benefits include:
1. Give directly to a charity
2. Can give up to $100,000 / year
3. Distribution is nontaxable.
Contact your financial advisor to learn
more about how making this charitable
contribution can save you money.


